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ABSTRACT 
Background and advantages of GPS based Remote Sensing are introduced, characteristics of 
forward scattered GPS signal such as polarization change, cross-correlation power variation, 
code delay due to the wave travel distance difference between direct and scattered signal, and 
cross-correlation power expansion due to sea surface roughness are discussed in detail. Working 
principle of the self-developed delay-mapping receiver is also presented. First data collection 
campaign is done at Inshore of BOHAI ocean with the delay-mapping receiver mounted on an 
airplane. Results show that the reflected signals has much variation than the direct signals, the 
code delay of the reflected signals varies as the receiver height and satellite elevation angle 
changes and expansion of the cross-correlation due to the wind driven surface was also 
demonstrated.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Other than navigation and positioning, signals of Global Positioning System (GPS) have been 
widely used for atmospheric profiles, weather forecast and other new purpose. While these 
applications are based on direct signals transmitted by GPS satellites, signals scattered from rough 
surface provide a new opportunity for microwave remote sensing. The concept is to use GPS in a 
bistatic radar configuration with the GPS satellite transmitting an L-Band spread spectrum signal, 
and the receiver on an aircraft or spacecraft platform measuring the reflected signal characteristics. 
By comparing between modeled and measured waveforms of the reflected GPS signal from sea 
surface, wind vector and other parameters can be obtained. 
NASA and ESA had been researched on airborne GPS based remote sensing techniques for many 
years[1－3] , Plans are considered to launch satellites with GPS receivers to track GPS signals 
reflected off the ocean surface in order to investigate the possibility of ocean altimetry and 



scatterometry[4,5]. Research on GPS based remote sensing in China is just at the beginning [6]. 
 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF SCATTERED GPS SINGAL  

2.1 Polarization change，cross-correlation power variation 
Signal transmitting by GPS satellites is L-band right-hand circularly polarization (RHCP). Due to 
the phase shift at reflection, the surface-scattered signal becomes predominantly left-hand 
circularly polarization (LHCP) [2] [7]. To effectively receive scattered GPS signal, a LHCP 
antenna is needed. 
Because the random variation of the sea surface state, the cross-correlation power of scattered 
signal is expected to have much variation comparing with direct GPS signal. Furthermore, due to 
the microwave line in sight transmitting characteristic, signal at L-Band would be blocked by 
metal shadow. 
2.2 Code delay due to wave travel distance difference 
Due to the wave travel double distance difference between scattered and direct signal, the 
specular point reflected signal is delayed comparing with the direct signal. Embedded firmware 

using 2 sinh θ  to calculate specular path delay 0τ (show in Fig.2), where h  is the platform 

altitude, θ is the elevation angle of the satellite, thus one can predict the expected time when the 
ocean-scattered signal appear. 
2.3 Cross-correlation expansion 
This cross-correlation power is expressed as the integral: 
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Where ( )a t is the locally generated C/A code， ( )u t is the received signal， 0τ is specular point delay，

τ  is delay between [ 0τ -M, 0τ ＋32－M] at half code chip， iT  is integration time. As specular point 
delay is the smallest, scattered signals can not earlier than specular point signal, we given M=4 ,that 

is four half code chips ( c2τ ) margin to ensure receiving the scattered GPS signals correctly. 

As the noise characters of pseudorandom noise (PRN), cross-correction power only has large values 
when )(tu and )(ta  has the same time delay. The area contributing to the power received at a given 
time (τ ) is a thin elliptical annulus (Fig.1). 
For convenience, ranges are measured relative to a 
minimum range, corresponding to the specular 
reflection point, and are expressed as integers of the 
chip length. The GPS chip rate is 1.023 MHz for C/A 
code. And the corresponding length is the ratio of the 
speed of light and the chip rate (~300m).  
Finally, the averaged power of time-delayed signal is 
obtained by squaring in-phase and in-quadrature 
components of the signal and then averaging over the 

Fig.1 Geometry of GPS scattered signal 
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Thus, the delay-mapping receiver can determine the signal power reflected by the surface for a 
series of annuli centered on the specular point. Power received for all other points within the 
glistening zone will be delayed relative to the specular point.  

Reflection of this incident signal from a surface 
which has a random distribution in slopes will 
result in a signal composed of a distribution in 
path length delays. The cross correlation between 
a locally generated PRN code and this reflected 
signal will result in a function which is wider than 
the autocorrelation of the direct signal. 
Qualitatively, a higher mean square slope of 
surface facets will result in a wider 
cross-correlation function (Fig.2). 

The physical relationship between the sea surface wind speed and surface slope statistics has been 
well established. Therefore using the delay-mapping receiver for recording the shape of the cross 
correlation function from reflected PRN coded signals, and the records can be used as a 
measurement of surface wind speed. 
 

III RECEIVER DIAGRAM  

Two RF frond-ends are needed to receive direct and scattered signal respectively, and the receiver 
firmware also need to be designed specially. We design the delay-mapping receiver (DMR) based 
on TMS320C33 DSP processor and GP2000 GPS chip sets of Zarlink Company, it’s work 
diagram is showed as Fig.3. 

The DMR has 12 parallel 
channels, channel 1-6 are 
connected to Right Hand 
Circular Polarization (RHCP) 
antenna to receive direct 
transmitting signal, working in 
close loop for code tracking, and 
positioning calculation. This 
information is used to calculate 
the time delay of the six 
specular points relative to the 
direct signals. Channel 7-12 are 

connected to LHCP antenna to receive scattered signal, working in open loop mode. Scattered 
channel is configured to the code phase and carrier frequency calculated from direct channels. 

The local replica ( )a t  is then moved between [ 0 0M 32τ τ－ ， ＋ －M ] to record the cross-correlation 
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Fig.3 Working diagram of DMR 
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power stepped by half chip bins. At each step, the signal is integrated for one millisecond and the 
sum of squares of the in-phase and quardrature-phase correlator measurements are filtered and 
output at 1Hz.  
 

IV．DATA COLLECTION CAMPAIGN 

 
With the support of China Marine Surveillance, the first data collection flight were done at 

inshore of BOHAI ocean with the DMR mounted on YUN-12 airplane. RHCP antenna is mounted 
on the top of the airplane to receive the direct GPS transmitting signals while LHCP antenna at the 
belly of the airplane, facing downward to sea surface to receive scattered signals. The flight altitude 
is about 1000m, 8590 sample points is logged during the 2 hours 23 minutes flight. During taking 
off and landing we close the experiment window, which shadow the LHCP antenna. Table 1 is the 
satellites tracked by channel 1-6 in the flight. 

Table1 satellites tracking in direct channel 1-6 
Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Satellite 
tracked SV18 SV22 SV09→

SV24 SV15→SV30 SV14 SV05

 

V. RESULTS ANALYZE 

4.1 Correlation power of direct and scattered 

signal 
Fig.4 is the cross-correlation power of direct 
and scattered signal (maximum of 32 chips 
bins) of satellite NO.22 tracked in channel 2.  
From Fig.4, we can see that variation of 
scattered signal is much more than direct 
signal, which can also be seen from table 2 
that the normalized deviation of direct signal 
is 0.1531 while the scattered signal is 0.7509, 
This is due to the sea surface roughness 
discussed in section 2.1.  
 
 
Table 2 variation of direct and scattered signal satellite NO.22 

 In addition, we can see that the 
cross-correction power of scattered channel 
is very low in the process of taking off and 
landing which shows no scattered signal is 
captured. This is because the experiment 

window at the bottom of the plane was closed for the test validation thus the LHCP antenna was 
shadowed by metal and no signal was received by the LHCP antenna. 

satellite 
22 

standard 
deviation 

mean normalized

direct 2.2300e+006 1.4563e+007 0.1531 
scattered 2.3471e+006 3.1258e+006 0.7509 

Fig.4 direct and scattered cross-correlation power of satellite NO.22 



4.2 code delay by double difference, scattered signal appear near specular point 

Fig.5 is the flight altitude; Fig.6 is the code delay of the specular point ( 0τ ) and the elevation 

angle of satellite 22. From Fig5 and Fig.6 we 

can see that the code delay is changed with 
flight altitude h and elevation angleθ . 
Fig.7 is the relationship of cross-correlation power of scattered channel 1-6 with the specular 
point delay (τ ), from which we can get the conclusion that the scattered signal is appeared near 
specular point delay (zero of x axis). 
4.3Cross-correlation power expansion due to sea roughness 
Fig.8 is 600 sample points of scattered signal cross-correlation power of satellite 22 between 6700 
and 7300. From Fig.8 we can see the 
cross-correlation power is expanded to 3 chips 
form –1~2 chips. This accords well with Fig.2.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
Test results show that the DMR receiver 
successfully detected the reflected GPS signals. 
The result analyses show that the reflected 
signals have much variation than the direct 
signals, and the code delay of the reflected 
signals varies as the receiver height and satellite 
elevation angle changes. The expansion of the 
cross-correlation power due to the wind driven 
surface was also demonstrated. By comparing 
the analyzed model and data measured data in the experimental campaign the sea surface vector 
wind can be obtained.  
 
 
 

Fig.8 cross-correlation power expansion of satellite NO.2 

Fig.5 diagram of aircraft flight altitude h

Fig.7 diagram of cross-correlation power of 6 scattered channel  

Fig.6 code delay of specular point and elevation angle of satellite
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